In Memoriam.

Whereas, Death has, for the first time, entered our junior Christian endeavor, and taken from it our loved Jessie Grey. So it.

Resolved, that in the death of our loved member, we recognize the Supreme Power, who is ruler over all, and that we bow in humble submission to His will. Be it further.

Resolved, that we express our sincerest sympathy for the family and grand-parents.

Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family, and to the grand-parents, and a copy also be spread on the records of our society.

Some day, sometime, our eyes shall see
The face kept in memory;
Some day their hands shall clap, our hand just one in the morning land.

Signed,
Ralph H. Easley,
Jadie Skinner,
Ruby Kellogg, Eom.

Portland, Oregon,
Feb. 2, 1896.